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Abstract 

Flow visualizations and numerical simulations of the centred collision between 
a dipole and a circular cylinder have shown that the main feature is the forma
tion of oppositely signed vorticity at the cylinder wall. The thin layer of wall 
vorticity rolls-up in two compact patches, which couple with the primary lobes 
and, by self-induced motion, move away from the cylinder along curved trajec
tories. The diameter of the cylinder (D e ) plays an important role in the 
dynamics of the collision. As D e decreases the wall vorticity increases but, since 
a larger dissipation is a fundamental topic which also occurs in a number of 
practical situations, the secondary lobe becomes less pronounced. Measurements 
of the vorticity distribution before and af ter the collision have shown that the 
primary lobes preserve their original relationship w = f( I/I} and that the 
secondary vorticity tends to organize into structures with a similar w = f( I/I} . 
The difTerences between advection of vorticity and of passive markers have been 
also analysed. 

Introduction 

The interaction of vortices with (solid) boundaries is a fundamental fluid 
dynamic topic which also occurs in a number of practical situations The interac
tion with the ground of the trailing vortices of an airplane during take-ofT, or the 
free surface signature by the trailing vortices of submarines are two examples of 
the wide range of phenomena in which these flows are involved. The case of a 
pair of rectilinear vortices impinging on a solid flat wall has been investigated 
numerically and experimentally by a number of authors (e.g. van Heijst & Flór 
( 1989), Orlandi (1990}) and the generation of secondary vorticity at the wall 
was found to play a fundamental role in the interaction process. 

For the interaction of a dipole with a circular cylinder, the curvature of the 
body adds the radius as a new parameter that makes the flow more complex. A 
recent numerical study by Orlandi (1993) considers the interaction for no-slip 
and free-slip boundary conditions. In the ideal latter case, af ter the collision, the 
dipole con serves its original shape and w-I/I scatter plots confirm that a Iinear 
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relationship is attained again. On the other hand with the no-slip condition the 
secondary vorticity, interacting with the primary vortex, forms two dipolar 
structures that move along circular trajectories. Even in this case scatter plots 
present a c1ear tendency to attain the Iinear relationship eventually. 

The simulations by Orlandi (1993) we re limited to interactions with very 
small cylinders since for comparison only the experiments by Homa et al. ( 1988) 
were available. The present study describes laboratory and computer 
experiments in a large range of cylinder radii. The main goal is the comprehen
sion of the physics of the interaction process, in particular, with respect to the 
efTect of the diameter of the cylinder. The results indicate that the smaller the 
diameter of the cylinder the higher is the peak vorticity at the wall. These high 
peak va lues produce large vorticity gradients and a large dissipation. As a final 
result the secondary lobes have a reduced intensity. 

Scatter-plots between vorticity and streamfunction have been finally analysed 
to investigate the distribution of the vorticity inside primary and secondary vor
tices. Experimental results have partially confirmed those obtained by Orlandi 
( 1992): both vortices attain the same relationship but while in the numerical 
simulation it is linear, in the experiments the function w = f( Ijl) has a sinh-like 
shape. 

Numerical method 

The numerical code is the same as described by Orlandi ( 1993), and is here sum
marized briefly. Although the model has the possibility to solve the 20 Navier
Stokes equations in terms of wand Ijl in genera I curvilinear coordinates, it is 
simplified by introducing apolar coordinate system with a clustering of com
putational points near the cylinder. Non-uniform coordinates are mandatory to 
accurately describe the generation and the difTusion of wall vorticity that is the 
leading process of the flow. For the same reason the vorticity at the cylinder wall 
has been obtained by difTerencing the vorticity definition in the radial direction. 
In this way the vorticity at the wall is connected with the vorticity inside the 
field . The external boundary was located at 4 dipole radii where the condition 
w = 0 was imposed. 

A finite difTerence scheme second order-accurate in space and in time has been 
used to solve the equations. The nonlinear terms have been discretized by the 
Arakawa (1966) scheme that, in the inviscid limit, con serves energy and 
enstrophy. This conservation property ensures not only the stability of the 
calculation but also the correct energy transfer. 

The advancement in time has been obtained by a third-order Runge-Kutta 
scheme which calculates the nonlinear terms explicitly and the viscous terms 
implicitly. The large stability limit (CFL ~ j3) allows a large L1 tand a conse
quent CPU saving. 
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Experimental set-up 

The experimental set-up was the same as that of van Heijst & Flór (1989) and 
only the main features are described. The experiments were carried out in a 
plexiglass tank 90 x 115 x 30 cm, with a working depth of 21 cm, filled with a 
linearly-stratified salt solution. The vertical variation in density was obtained by 
using a two-tank system. In the experiments described here the final density 
profile was linear with the corresponding buoyancy frequency N ~ 1.88 rad s - I. 

The dipole generator consisted of a remote controlled injection mechanism 
which injected the fluid horizontally, at the level of its equilibrium density Ps, 
through a circular orifice submerged in the tank. The fluid was visualized by the 
thymol-blue pH-indicator. After the collapse of the turbulent region and the sub
sequent emergence of the dipolar structure a thin-walled plexiglass cylinder of 
diameter D e was placed in the tank to realize a centred collision between the 
dipole and the cylinder. The positioning of the cylinder was done most carefully 
in order to avoid the generation of internal waves that would disturb the motion 
of the dipole. The evolving flow was then recorded photographically at several 
times by a camera fixed over the centre of the tank. 

In order to get quantitative information about the flow evolution a second set 
of experiments was carried out by adding polystyrene particles of uniform den
sity and injecting the fluid at the level of these particles. Streak photography and 
digital image analysis en ab Ie to reconstruct the velocity field to determine the 
associated distributions of the vorticity and the stream function. 

Results 

Experiments 

When the fluid is pushed out of the orifice it forms a 3D turbulent jet 
(Re'"'- 0(10 3

)) that, being discharged in a stratified fluid, collapses within a time 
of the order of one eddy turnover-time, resuIting in a 2D structure at the level 
of its equilibrium density (van Heijst & Flór ( 1989), Voropayev et al. (1991)). 
The resulting structure is a large-scale dipole, of diameter D D' whose rela
tionship between wand Ijl is nonlinear, possibly of a sinh-like shape (Flór & van 
Heijst (1994)). When the formation process is completed it is argued, from flow 
visualizations , that most of the initial vorticity is concentrated in the dipole and 
only very weak patches are left behind in the wake. The dipole moves along a 
straight trajectory with a constant velocity and, apart from viscous difTusion, the 
structure of the dipole does not change in time. The cylinder was placed after the 
formation of the dipole, when the direction of translation was evident. 

When the dipole is close to the cylinder a thin layer of oppositely signed vor
ticity is generated at the wall. This vorticity difTuses in the field and is entrained 
by the two dipole halves, which advect it far from the cylinder. As aresuIt, layers 
of vorticity are continuously peeled from the surface and this process continues 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

Fig. I. Time evolution of the centred coJlision between a dipole and a circular cylinder, 
D D = 2D c , Re = 500. (a) Experimental results. Numerical results: (b) passive scalars released in 
the dipole (solid lines) and at the cylinder surface (shaded contours), (c) vorticity contour plots 
(solid lines for positive values, dottet for negative values). The distortion of the circular cylinder 
as vi si bie in (b. c) is a graphical artifact. 

even when primary structures have moved from the body. This mechanism has 
been evidenced by putting some fluorescein at the surface ofthe cylinder (Fig. la). 

Thin layers of vorticity are very unstable and tend to roll-up to organize 
themselves into compact patches. Each lobe of the primary dipole couples with 
those patches to form asymmetrie pairs moving along a curved trajeetory. This 
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phenomenon has been observed in all experiments for different values of D c. In 
particular it was observed th at as De decreases the vortex pairs cover a larger 
di stance downstream the cylinder and their trajectories have a smaller radius of 
curvature. These results agree with the numerical simulations by Orlandi (1993) 
who performed simulations with De = 0.03D D' Voropayev et al. (1992) also 
showed, by experimental visualizations, th at it is possible to find a suitable D c 
(with D c ~ D D) such th at at the final stage of the interaction a new dipole with 
a reduced intensity is found beyond the cylinder. This last result has been 
investigated numerically in more detail. 

A fundamental question conceming the dynamics of coherent structures is the 
relationship between the vorticity wand the stream function Ijl . On short time 
scales viscous effects can be neglected and the structure is stationary, in a frame 
co-moving with the vortex. Then the Navier-Stokes equation reduces to 
J( Ol, tP) = 0 with Ol and tP the vorticity and the stream function evaluated in the 
co-moving frame. Provided that the function fis integrable, any Ol = f( tP) 
satisfies J( Ol, tP) = 0, showing that a large class of solutions f are possible. In the 
present work the function f has been evaluated by the velocity field obtained 
from the digitization of the streak photographs. In Fig. 2 scatter plots of Ol and 
tP are shown before (Fig. 2a) and some time after the collision (Fig. 2b). After 
the collision the lobe of the main structure maintains its coherence while the 
vorticity generated at the cylinder organizes to form the second branch in the 
scatter-plot which has a different slope than the original one. The comparison 
between Fig. 2a and 2b provides evidence that after the collision the Ol = f( tP) 
relaxes towards a relationship with a uniform slope which is approximately the 
same slope as that of the original vortex dipole. 
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Fig. 2. Scatter plots of (j) and I/!: (a) before the collision, (b) af ter the collision (only the upper 
half of the domain is considered). 
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Numerical Results 

To simulate the initial condition of experiments with a simple model, the Lamb 
( 1932) solution (w = k 2 1/J) has been modified with the vorticity peaks slightly dis
placed. The displacement of the peaks produces a shift in the positive and 
negative branches of the initial scatter plot resembling the sinh-like w-I/J rela
tionship of Fig. 2a. 

Simulations with different cylinder diameters have shown th at the smaller the 
value of D c the larger is the wall vorticity (since w'" VI / R, where VI is the 
tangential velocity and R = D c/2) (Fig. 3). This high vorticity is confined within 
thin layers and, because of the intense gradients, a large dissipation occurs. As 
a consequence the secondary lobes are not intense Iike the high wall vorticity 
would suggest. The trajectories of the upper main lobe are shown in Fig. 4. As 
expected for large D e they do not present large curvatures, meaning th at the 
positive and negative circulations are of the same order. In contrast, when 
D c ~ D D the secondary lobe has a small circulation and tends to rotate around 
the primary lobe. The trajectory for D e = 0.0 I D D consists of a c10sed loop 
followed by a curve representing a translation of the structure beyond the cylin
der. It means th at for D c below a certain value the dissipation is so st rong th at 
the secondary lobe is not intense enough to migrate with the primary. The 
primary dipole looses part of its vorticity and af ter the interaction a new 
weakened dipole forms beyond the cylinder. 

In the present study attention is focussed on acollision with De = 0.5D D and 
a Reynolds number of 500. The numerical results show the main features of the 
experimental observations and the vorticity contour plots (Fig. Ic) resembIe the 
pictures of the evolving dye concentration (Fig. I a J. 

The main difference between the experiment and the vorticity con tours is the 
large dissipation of filaments of vorticity that survive for a shorter time than 
filaments of dye. This behaviour is characteristic of experiments with markers 
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the extremal value of the wall vorticity in the upper half plane: 
-- Dc= DD' .... Dc= O.5D D. -- - Dc = O.25D D· 
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Fig. 4. Trajectories ofthe upper primary lobe: --Dc= Dv. --- D c =O.5Dv • 
. . . D c = O.25DfJ. - - - D c = O.03Df) (Orlandi (1992)). - . - D c = O.OIDv . + experiment by 
Homa el al. (1986) D c =O.03DfJ' • present experiment at D c =O.5Dv . 

and is due to the large Schmidt number which, from one side, prevents the 
advection of vorticity and dye to be the same but, on the other hand, allows to 
follow the history of the folding of layers of vorticity. For large-scale structures, 
where the efTects of viscosity are negligible. patterns of dye and patches of vor
ticity be have in the same way. To evidence this behaviour the evolution of 
passive scalars released inside the dipole and at the cylinder surface (Iike the 
experiment of Fig. I a) has been simulated (Fig. I b). A Schmidt number Sc = 10 
has been used. Although for the laboratory experiment the Schmidt number has 
a value Sc,,- O( 103

), the numerical demonstration clearly demonstrated the 
efTect of the reduced difTusivity. Numerical and experimental results show that , 
when the dipole approaches the cylinder, the shear determines the accumulation 
of the scalar on a small part of the cylinder surface. Subsequently the scalar is 
convected in the field . In contrast the vorticity is shed from a larger part of the 
surface, showing th at the difTerence is due to the fact that the vorticity is con
tinuously generated at the wall, while the passive scalar is not. 

The structure of the vorticity inside the new dipoles has not been computed 
for this case but here we refer to results obtained by Orlandi (1993) for a similar 
case. The numerically determined scatter-plots show the same tendency as in the 
experiments: the primary lobe preserves its original relationship while the wall 
vorticity organizes in such a way that it attains a relationship similar to that of 
the primary structure. 

Conclusions 

Laboratory and computer experiments have been performed to investigate the 
dynamics of centred collisions of a dipole against a circular cylinder. In the 
whole range of D e va lues considered, similar features have been observed, i.e. 
when the dipole collides with the cylinder it splits in two lobes and each one 
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couples with the wall vorticity to produce asymmetrie dipoles moving along cur
ved trajectories. The diameter of the cylinder has been seen to play a role in the 
generation of the wall vorticity and in the distance travelled, by the emerging 
pairs, beyond the cylinder. In particular as Deincreases the secondary lobes 
become more pronounced and the trajectories of the newly formed vortices 
become more and more orthogonal to the trajeetory of the primary dipole. In 
contrast for small D e (De = O( 10 - 2) D D) the primary lobes, af ter moving along 
a c10sed loop, couple again beyond the cylinder. These observations are consis
tent with numerical simulations by Orlandi (1993). 

The analysis of the distribution of the vorticity, before and af ter the collision, 
has confirmed th at the primary lobes conserve their original reJationship 
w = f( l/I) while the secondary vorticity becomes concentrated in compact patches 
attaining the same f Passive scalars and vorticity have been seen to be advected 
similarly in the larger structures, but quite differently in the elongated regions 
where the different diffusivities play an important role. 
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